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Abstract 

The Semantic Web is an attempt to add meaningful annotations to Web re-
sources, services and content that requires developing reference ontolo-
gies, which help to understand these annotations. The venue of the Web of 
Data makes the geographic information, which has become an important 
part of the current Web, widely usable. 
This paper demonstrates how the Geospatial Web might take advantage 
from the Semantic Web. The show case is a services catalog dedicated to 
support the visualization applications based on on-the-fly data integration. 
The presented infrastructure for improving the catalog functionality ap-
plies an administrative geography, i.e. an ontology of political organiza-
tion of the territory, published as Linked Data. The principal advantage of 
this approach is reflected by enhancing the functionality of the user appli-
cation. 

1 Introduction 

From the very beginning, the growth of the Web has been uncontrolled and 
rapid, implying as a result the creation of disorganized content loosely 
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connected. Soon, it was obvious that information searching and organizing 
techniques based on lexical analysis of the content were not satisfactory. A 
new approach has been needed to transform the Web from a document re-
pository into an information resource which would improve reflection of 
human reasoning in sharing and processing information of Web resources 
by automated tools, such as search engines. 

The machine-understandable Web resulted in the Semantic Web is 
based on the ideas of (1) semantic description of every resource available 
on Web and (2) knowledge representation for reasoning on the relation 
among concepts. Thus, the Semantic Web involves the idea of an ontology 
– “a formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualisation” (Gruber, 
1993). The semantics that capture the cognitive content of Web resources 
might be presented in different ways. The easiest way is to add simple 
metadata, e.g., specially designed tags in XML-based format. The seman-
tics might be also represented as data models via other Web resources that 
provide conceptual structures, for example RDF (Klyne & Carroll, 2004). 
The most complex but also the most rich in meaning are ontology-based 
semantics expressed in the form of RDF+RDFS (Brickley and Guha, 2004) 
or OWL (McGuinness & Harmelen, 2004). 

The combination of RDF documents and the HTTP protocol has gained 
recently considerable interest in the Semantic Web community, as it allows 
publishing structured data on the Web as Linked Data (Heath, 2009). This 
best practice from the Semantic Web offers logic references to any related 
resources. The potential of the created Web of Data consists of the identifi-
cation of a concept via dereferenceable URI that permits retrieving the de-
scription of the concept from Web as the RDF document. This document 
may contain references to other documents about the same concept (i.e. 
identifies its instances) or states the logic relation with other concepts ref-
erenced via their URIs. In this simple manner it is possible to create a web 
of interlaced concepts. 

Nowadays, geographic information has become an important part of the 
Web. The services, such as geocoding or map services, offered out-of-
charge by commercial providers (e.g. Google, Yahoo) or open communi-
ties, such as OpenStreetMap (Haklay &Weber, 2008), have become essen-
tial elements of many Web applications. Historically, it has been difficult 
to integrate digital spatial data from different geoprocessing sources and 
integrate it to non-spatial information systems (McKee, 2004). The most 
important standardization bodies that deal with digital spatial data are (1) 
ISO/TC 2111, which works on standardization in the field of digital geo-

                                                      
1 http://www.isotc211.org/ 
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graphic information; and (2) Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC)2, a vol-
untary consensus standards organization for interoperability issues of geo-
spatial and location based services. Also, there are many important initia-
tives from official institutions which aim to improve geographic 
information organization and accessibility via Spatial Data Infrastructures 
(SDI), e.g. Infrastructure for Spatial Information in the European Commu-
nity (INSPIRE) established by the European Union directive (Inspire, 
2007). The common Implementation Rules (IRs), adopted as Commission 
Decisions or Regulations, ensure that the spatial data infrastructures of the 
Member States are compatible and usable in a Community. The IRs are 
adopted in a number of specific areas (Metadata, Data Specifications, Ne-
towrk Services, Data and Service Sharing, Monitoring and Reporting). The 
OGC services has been indicated as possible implementations of the 
INSPIRE compliant services, i.e., view services (OGC Web Map Service, 
WMS), download services (OGC Web Feature Service, WFS), invoke spa-
tial service services (OGC Web Processing Service, WPS), transformation 
services (Application Profile of OGC WPS) and discovery services (OGC 
Web Catalogue Service, CSW). Following the Service Oriented Architec-
ture approach the discovery service is the linking point responsible for the 
reusability of resources offered in SDI. 

Geographic information has to be accompanied with a knowledge back-
bone to be appropriately handled due to its peculiarities (Egenhofer, 2002). 
Therefore, the proper semantic description of geographic information 
seems to be the first step in the improvement of its usage. The core of 
standards communities’ efforts (e.g. ISO, OGC) focuses on metadata to 
describe services and their content, data models and spatial data itself. Re-
cently, an OGC discussion paper has been published which proposes a 
methodology for referencing plain-text annotations to a backbone ontology 
(Maue, et.al., 2009). These additional annotations might be added on three 
levels, (1) resource meta-data (e.g., an OWS Capabilities Document), (2) 
data model (e.g. a GML Application Schema), and (3) data entities (e.g., a 
GML file). The formal specifications of concepts from the reference on-
tologies can be used then for tasks such as semantics-based information re-
trieval during workflow definition process. 

As the contents of Spatial Data Infrastructures are concealed for com-
mon Web users, the Web community has created proper solutions applying 
successfully linking approaches, such as geographic Web platforms (e.g., 
semantic geocoding service of GeoNames3) and for publishing geo-data 

                                                      
2 http://www.opengeospatial.org/ 
3 http://sws.geonames.org/ 
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(e.g., LinkedGeoData4). On the other hand, the Linked Data has been ap-
plied successfully in spatial solutions (e.g., DBpedia Mobile (Becker & 
Bizer, 2008)). Both technologies, OGC services and Linked Data, might 
complement each other. There are many advantages of applying the best 
practices from the Semantic Web, such as Linked Data, in SDI. For exam-
ple, a created ontology of geographic features might link instances of the 
same geographic feature across different sources. This framework would 
provide an integrated view of geographic features rich in logic and spatial 
information. The richness of geographic feature description, direct or pro-
vided by linked sources, might be helpful in dealing with conflation for da-
tabase integration, the well known problem from the database field (Dol-
bear & Hart, 2008). Additionally, such unified ontology might be used for 
defining and publishing complementary logic relations among geographic 
features (e.g., to represent different territorial organization) instead of cre-
ating new instances of OGC services. As for the Semantic Web commu-
nity, the publication of geographic ontologies by official providers (i.e., a 
public administration organ) according to Linked Data principles might be 
a valuable source of references, for example the Administrative Geography 
of Great Britain (Goodwin, 2009). 

One of the main advantages of applying the linking-based approaches to 
reference geographic features is the maintenance of the abstraction from 
their spatial representations. Usually, geographic features are characterized 
by blurriness of their footprints. Topological elements of physical world 
usually lack well defined conceptual boundaries and, consequently, this in-
fluences theirs spatial definition (e.g., rivers, chains of mountains). What is 
more, the computational representation of a geographic feature footprint is 
limited due to the resolution limits. Any geographic feature may be repre-
sented via different spatial objects which depend on the system applica-
tion, the data model, and the applied technological solution. For example, a 
point is the best choice as a location reference while a polygon is for land-
scape visualization. Therefore the spatial object should be interpreted as 
one of the possible representations of an individual. Figure 1 presents the 
global view of spatial reference definition.  

                                                      
4 http://linkedgeodata.org/About 
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Fig. 1. Modelling the spatial representation of a geo-concept 

The objective of this paper is to present how a SDI might take advan-
tage of best practices from the Semantic Web. An administrative geogra-
phy (AG), i.e. an ontology of political organization of the territory, pub-
lished as Linked Data will be introduced as a relevant element of a SDI, 
since it permits (1) reasoning on logic relations among administrative 
units, and (2) accessing their footprints. In the use case, presented as an 
example later on, we will show how such ontology can improve function-
ality of the services catalog deployed within the Spatial Data Infrastructure 
of Spain (Nogueras-Iso, et.al., 2009) by applying geographic reasoning. 
One of the principal characteristics of a service deployed in a SDI is its 
geographic extent provided by the publisher as part of metadata descrip-
tion (i.e., getCapabilities response). According to the INSPIRE Metadata 
Implementating Rules (Craglia, 2009), the geographic location is defined 
as minimum bounding box (MMB). The descriptive metadata are used by 
the discovery service to answer the user requests and among the requesta-
ble parameters, there is the geographic location of the offered spatial data. 
Since services from SDI are provided by public administrations, frequently 
their geographic extent corresponds with the administrative area of the 
provider. The usage of MMB introduces false positive in the catalog re-
sponse as the administrative areas are not rectangular. A catalog provided 
with knowledge about the hierarchy of administrative units and accurate 
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spatial objects of each administrative area might increase considerably the 
precision and recall of the requests, which is especially important for ap-
plications based on on-the-fly data integration. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. After this introduction, 
second section presents the state of art in linking geographic features in the 
Semantic Web community (starting from Linked Data approaches to deal 
with geographic information, and ending with examples of semantic geo-
graphic platforms existing on the current Web) and the Geospatial Web. 
The next section describes the infrastructure for the improvement of ser-
vices catalog and the prototype application. Finally, some conclusions are 
drawn and future work is outlined. 

2 State of art 

The geographic feature is managed differently in the Semantic Web and 
the Geospatial Web. The first community treats geographic features as the 
additional contextual information, which might link to some other con-
cepts. For the Geospatial Web, the concept of geographic feature is the 
core element of a geographic platform. However, the Geospatial Web has 
focused on the interoperability issues maintaining the boundaries among 
the concepts from different geographic sources. 

2.1 Linking geographic features in the Semantic Web 

Nowadays, deploying the data gathered in relational data bases as Linked 
Data on the Web is possible using integrated technological solutions such 
as OpenLink Virtuoso (Erling & Mikhailov, 2007) or D2R Server (Bizer & 
Seaborne, 2004). These approaches are based on mapping data base mod-
els onto a reference ontology and may provide a Semantic Web Browser 
and a SPARQL client. It is also possible to join RDF data from different 
endpoints providing a transparent on-the-fly view to the end user (Langeg-
ger, et al., 2008). The most important initiative related to creating and pub-
lishing interlinked contents on the Web is the Linked Open Data project. In 
May 2009, the amount of Linked Data datasets consist of over 4.7 billion 
RDF triples interlinked by around 142 million RDF links (Bizer, et al., 
2009). The RDF links are navigable using Semantic Web browsers, and 
Semantic Web Search Engines can apply sophisticated queries over 
crawled data. The expressive semantic queries might be executed via 
SPARQL access points as well.  
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Since on-line contents involve geographic information, geographic fea-
tures have become the part of Linked Data datasets, such as DBPedia, 
where geographic information has been extracted from Wikipedia (Auer, 
et al., 2008). Another example is the LinkedGeoData (Auer, et al., 2009b), 
which aims at adding geo-semantic meaning to the Web. It offers a Linked 
Geo Data Knowledge Base with RDF descriptions of more than 350 mil-
lion spatial features from the OpenStreetMap database linked to DBPedia. 

An example of applying Linked Data principles in location based solu-
tion is the DBpedia Mobile (Becker & Bizer, 2008), a location-aware cli-
ent for the Semantic Web for mobile devices. The current user location is 
used to extract corresponding datasets from the underneath DBpedia data-
base which are interlinked with various other location-related datasets. 

An interesting proposal is Triplify (Auer, et al., 2009) which supports a 
kind of circular spatial requests. This system uses directly DB Views 
model as base for creating the RDF documents and URLs of published 
datasets, which facilitate the development. The underneath data base is re-
sponsible for processing spatial and semantic queries which are encoded 
explicitly in the request URL. The spatial query permits to retrieve the 
geographic features located in a circular region defined via a point and ra-
dius added to the request URL. The proposal enables limited spatial query 
(just a circular region) notwithstanding the Semantic Web techniques can 
not take advantage of this facility. 

The idea of linking geographic features to create interlinked web influ-
enced the appearance of geographic Web platforms, such as Yahoo! Geo-
Planet5 and GeoNames6. Both of them belong to a new branch of geocod-
ers, the semantic geocoders, which return URIs to identify uniquely the 
named places instead of standardized textual description and location ref-
erence (e.g., a point). Although, they use the idea of linking, they are not 
following the pure Linked Data approach. GeoPlanet uses unique identifi-
ers (URIs) to identify the named place which permits to retrieve its seman-
tic description, however, the platform uses simple xml file instead of RDF. 
Additionally, the important spatial relations (e.g., “child”, “neighbour”, 
“siblings”) are encapsulated into the URI definitions. GeoNames is almost 
Linked Data based. It also uses unique identifiers of concepts to identify 
the named places. The RDF description of features contains spatial rela-
tions defined in the published OWL reference ontology. However, Geo-
Names distinguishes the concept from the descriptive document. The fea-
ture (i.e. concept) is identified via an URI but the geonames server uses 

                                                      
5 http://developer.yahoo.com/geo/ 
6 http://www.geonames.org/ 
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303 redirection to display its location on map. The RDF description is 
available by adding the “/about.rdf” at the end of the feature URI. 

The spatial requests supported by the presented solutions of current Se-
mantic Geo Web are based on a branch of predefined spatio-logic relations 
(e.g., near-by, belongs-to, child, siblings). Since it is impossible to express 
all spatial relations among geographic features via definition of logic rela-
tions, the Semantic Web needs to use spatial representation of features. 
Currently, the spatial objects usually used in the Semantic Web are limited 
to points or MMB. The complex spatial requests that mix spatial objects 
and spatial relations defined in a reach ontology still remain the open issue. 

2.2 Linking in the Geospatial Web 

The requirement of unique identifiers for geographic features, geoidentifi-
ers, in the geospatial community has been present from its beginning. Any 
Geospatial Web framework which publish information about geographic 
features uses unique identifiers (within this framework at least) and might 
be seen as a source of geoidentifiers. Therefore, any gazetteer (Hill, 2006) 
or OGC Web Feature Service from a SDI might be such a source of ge-
oidentifiers. Currently, there are several instances of WFS services in the 
SDI of Spain, which frequently contain instances of the same geographic 
feature. The services model the geographic feature in different manner and 
use different identifier usually derived keys from relational databases, 
therefore, there exist problem of individual identification among different 
contents and consequently common problems of data integration. 

One of the earlier proposals from the OGC community to apply com-
mon geographic identifiers for linking purposes is a framework based on 
Geolinked Data Access Service and Geolinking Service. This approach is 
dedicated to publish geographically linked information (e.g., statistical 
data) separately from spatial representation (spatial objects). Since this 
proposal is based on merging datasets from different sources by using a 
linkage field found in the sources, it fixes geographic data to only one spa-
tial representation source and geoidentifiers are used only as syntactic link. 
In practice, it can be seen as technological facilitation for data publishers. 

A proposal for providing the integrated view across distributed services 
is the EuroGeoNames project (Jakobsson, & Zaccheddu, 2009), a proto-
type of an integrated gazetteer for Europe from the INSPIRE directive. 
Apart from defining the data model to be followed by all community 
members, it provides rules for identifier definition. The named place iden-
tifier has to be composed of (1) its name, (2) two-letter ISO 3166 code 
(e.g., ES, NL) and (3) a code generated according to the BASE36-system 
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(e.g. “2YC67000B”). However, these identifiers still remain unique only in 
this distributed gazetteer. 

Interlinking the corresponding instances of the same feature across dif-
ferent providers might be interesting for the Geospatial Web. It might be 
the way of adding logic relations among features and avoid the necessity 
of providing a new separate platform. The next section shows the applica-
tion of an administrative geography of Spain published as Linked Data for 
the improvement of a SDI services catalog. 

3. OGC services catalog application 

The services catalog is one of the elements of a SDI. Since it is responsible 
for service discovery, its functionality determines the reusability of the of-
fered services in the SDI and might be improved by applying best practices 
from the Semantic Web. This paper proposes a framework, where the ad-
ministrative geography published as Linked Data is one of the core ele-
ments. A services catalog dedicated to support the visualization applica-
tions based on on-the-fly data integration is presented as a use case. The 
principal advantage of this approach is reflected by the improvement of the 
functionality of the end application. 

3.1 Coverage issue 

In INSPIRE, service discovery requests allow restricting the geographic 
extent of searched datasets and services to a required MMB. Frequently, 
the geographic extent of published data and service corresponds with the 
coverage of an individual from a geographic ontology (e.g., Europe from a 
geographic region ontology, Europe Union from a political organization 
ontology). Therefore, using MMB to describe available resources usually 
introduces false positives in the collection of results. For example, in the 
SDI of Spain the coverage of published service frequently corresponds 
with an administrative unit area of provider (e.g., council of Zaragoza). 
The administrative boundaries are far away from being rectangular and 
their MMBs overlaps significantly. The figure 2 shows the issue of over-
lapping MMBs of administrative areas. The shadowed rectangle represents 
the required MMB from the service discovery request. In this scenario the 
application would return services which geographic extend MMB corre-
sponds with BBOX1, BBOX2 or BBOX3 when in reality it should provide 
only those services whose MMB corresponds with BBOX3. 
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Fig. 2. Overlapping MMBs of administrative areas issue (Spain case). 

The functionality of the catalog might be improved by operating on 
more precise spatial objects. A more promising approach could be applica-
tion of the identifiers from an administrative geography which not only 
provides footprints but also permits reasoning on logic relations among 
concepts. 

3.2 Administrative geography of Spain 

Currently, there is no administrative geography published as Linked Data 
for Spain. Within the Spanish SDI there are various OGC WFS services 
which publish information about administrative unit entities. These ser-
vices are provided by central and local authorities. Some of them offer 
administrative boundaries with different resolution (e.g., the Infraestruc-
tura de datos Espaciales de España-WFS service, IDEE-WFS7) separately 
for each level of administrative division, and others such as the gazetteers 
focused on gathering named places (e.g., IDEE-WFS-Nomenclator-NGC8), 
contain administrative units among published features. However, neither 
of these models permits to express the full administrative model that exists 
                                                      
7http://www.idee.es/IDEE-WFS/ogcwebservice? 
8http://www.idee.es/IDEE-WFS-Nomenclator-NGC/services? 
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in Spain. The existing domain ontologies for modelling political organiza-
tions of the territory are usually based on the 'part-of' relation (parental re-
lation). Such model is not enough flexible to scale the complexity of the 
territorial organization of countries, which apart from main division units 
(e.g., municipality, province and autonomous community in Spain) has to 
involve the units of different status (e.g., autonomous cities of Ceuta and 
Melilla, or associations of administrative units in Spain). Therefore, it is 
required usually a dedicated administrative ontology (e.g., Ordnance Sur-
vey) to model the political organization of territory of a country. In the 
case of Spain the Administrative Unit Ontology has been proposed as the 
domain ontology (Lopez-Pellicer, et.al., 2008). Apart from “part-of” and 
“has-part” relations, the “is-member-of” and “has-member” relations were 
defined to distinguish the association of the administrative units whose 
spatial representation might overlay the boundaries of direct parental units. 
An example of such association might be “comarca” of Aragon Autono-
mous Community which groups municipalities. Each municipality might 
lay in boundaries of only one province, however, one comarca might ag-
gregate municipalities from different provinces. 

The D2R Server has been used to publish the administrative geography 
of Spain, and to generate a data dump. The national Gazetteer, IDEE-WFS-
Nomenclator-NGC, has been used as the reference source to extract the 
part of administrative geography. Although this model does consider logi-
cal relations among features (e.g., “parent-child”), the location of features 
in the administrative structure is defined indirectly by their names offered 
via LocationEntity element, whose structure contains concepts from the 
territorial organisations of Spain (e.g., autonomous community, province, 
municipality or island). Since the published data are not complete (e.g., 
there is no assignation of comarca names to municipalities), the INE on-
line catalog (Instituto Nacional de Estadística, the National Statistics Insti-
tute of Spain) was used to complement the data. Then, the result data has 
been linked to their corresponding instances from different WFS services 
via the skos:relatedMatch relation. This approach produced the adminis-
trative geography of Spain published as Linked Data (see figure 3), and 
one of its advantages might be the maintenance of the references to differ-
ent instances across the SDI of Spain. 
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Fig. 3. An example of the RDF description that represents the Zaragoza munici-
pality. 

The section 3.3 describes an architecture and implementation of a ser-
vices catalog component which applies the administrative geography of 
Spain during the service selection process.  

3.3 Architecture and Implementation 

The usage of geographic feature identifiers requires the annotation of reg-
istered resources in a catalog with corresponding geoidentifiers. Creation 
of metadata of registered services is one of the characteristics of the ser-
vices catalog deployed in the SDI of Spain (Nogueras-Iso, et.al., 2009). Its 
architecture has been extended with the Knowledge Content (KC) that is 
responsible for the service search process (see Nogueras-Iso, et.al., 2009 
for the description of the services catalog architecture). Figure 4 presents 
the main elements of the KC component. The KC has access to two RDF 
dataset sources: the Administrative Geography (AG), i.e. the administra-
tive geography of Spain, and Service Description Register (SDR) which 
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contains RDF serialization of the registered service description. The refer-
ence ontologies, i.e. Administrative Geography Ontology (agont) and the 
Service Description Ontology (svont), are applied during the reasoning 
process. The concepts from the administrative geography (1) are linked to 
the entities from the reference WFS service, the source of boundary spatial 
definitions, and (2) the URI of the administrative units are used in the ser-
vice description as indication of the geographic extent (dc:coverage prop-
erty). Figure 5 represents an example of the link between the administra-
tive geography and the service description. 

 
Fig. 4. Administrative geography as support for services catalog. 

During the registration of a new service, the catalog uses the getCapa-
bilities response to create proper description of the service. One of the 
elements is the service geographic extent expressed via MMB. The meta-
data model of the description has been extended with the geoidentifier 
metadata to contain an URI from the administrative geography of Spain. 
This element is not an ISO19119 element; therefore, it is neither visible to 
users nor published by the OGC CSW. The geoidentifier value is obtained 
from the analysis of the service MMB offered by provider. This MMB is 
used to request the KC that identifies the most extended administrative unit 
within the MMB (i.e., the prime administrative unit). Validation of the re-
sult consists in checking if the service provides any data from the disjoint 
area of the MMB and the prime administrative unit coverage (a set of re-
trieval tests). If it is impossible to identify the prime administrative unit 
(e.g. in the case of the hydrography service of the Ebro river basin, some 
data lies on France as well) or the validation fails, the URI of the Non con-
cept (i.e., the disjoint concept with administrativeUnit) is returned. The 
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service registration ends by deploying the registered service description in 
the RDF container. 

 

Fig. 5. Relations between the service description and the administrative geogra-
phy. 

The searching process for services with a MMB restriction exploits the 
semantic links between the semantic description of services and the fea-
tures from the AG. The simplified example of a request (only the spatial 
part) consumed by KC is shown in figure 6. The request pattern uses as the 
input the searched MMB ($BBOX) expressed as literal (e.g., “1.16311, 
41.0937, 1.7132, 41.6686”). The first part extracts those services which 
spatial reference of coverage (dc:coverage) refers to administrativeUnits 
which boundaries are in an interaction with the searched MMB (within it 
or intersects it). The administrativeUnit boundary is defined via the bond-
1000 property containing reference to the correspondent WFS entity, 
which is converted automatically into the spatial object by applying the 
profile instructions. The second part of the request extracts those services 
which geoidentifier is defined as Non and the collection is filtered simi-
larly as in the previous version of services catalog, i.e. comparing the ser-
vice MMB and the requested one. 
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Fig. 6. SPARQL request pattern for service selection via a MMB ($BBOX is the 
MMB literal, eg., “-1.1724,41.4527,-0.6478,41.9324”) . 

The KC component has required implementation of the spatial func-
tions, such as intersect, or within, known form spatial data bases. There-
fore, the Jena framework9 has been chosen to deploy RDF datasets as its 
proprietary extension to SPARQL RDF query language (Jena ARQ10) per-
mits to implement such additional functionality.  

3.4 The use case 

The catalogs that use precise spatial representation instead of MMB ap-
proximation might offer better functionality for the applications based on 
on-the-fly data integration. An example might be an application which al-
lows displaying geographic information from different OGC services 
found in the services catalog (see figure 7). For improving the user experi-
ence, the list of selectable layers should depend on current displayed area. 

                                                      
9 http://openjena.org/ 
10 http://jena.sourceforge.net/ARQ/ 
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Fig. 7. The services catalog as the support component for application based on on-
the-fly data integration. 

The prototype of the improved services catalog has been used as the 
core component of Web application11 which displays spatial data provided 
from different OGC services. The main disadvantage of this proposal is the 
response time of the WFS service. To solve this problem we have created a 
local repository of spatial objects retrieved previously from reference ser-
vice. The cache techniques have also improved the catalog response time 
and the behaviour of the end application. 

4 Results and future works 

This paper shows the current approaches in referencing and identification 
of geographic features in the Semantic Web and the Geospatial Web. Ap-
plying best practices from the Semantic Web might be useful for the Geo-
spatial Web. An administrative geography published in accordance with 
Linked Data principles might be useful for data integration as it permits 
referencing the geographic concept to the corresponding instances from 
other sources. Such ontology might be used as source of geoidentifiers in 

                                                      
11 http://www.idee.es/IDEE-ServicesSearch/ServicesSearch.html 
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geospatial solutions and its main advantage lies in using more precise spa-
tial representation and spatial reasoning on semantic level. 

Additionally, the usage of geoidentifiers along with minimum bounding 
boxes to represent the service geographic extents might improve the recall 
of OGC services catalog. For instance, we have demonstrated that this im-
provement has enabled the development of web-based applications that fa-
cilitate on-the-fly data integration.  

The principal advantage of using Linked Data technology in geospatial 
solutions is the possibility of explicit identification of features and abstrac-
tion of their spatial definition from footprint and computational representa-
tion. The different spatial representation might be accessible via linked in-
stances and chosen according to the application requirements.  

One of the future tasks will be applying the administrative geography of 
Spain as guideline to map instances of the same geo-concept individuals 
between two different gazetteers for merging purpose. Next, there will be 
investigated an adaptable framework to support complex spatial requests 
applying different spatial representations of features. 
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